Demand-side timeline of evaluation and switching process under the modified commitments
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18 months for new contracts with future demand-side customers
12 months for new contracts with existing demand-side customers

PRE notice of termination of contract

POST notice of termination of contract

No restriction on evaluating, marketing, supporting or developing of alternative systems either in-house or with third parties.


Unlimited dummy testing of all types of transactions on the alternative system.

Transitional period of up to 12 months



Live testing up to an annual cap of 10% of prior year’s transactions (or in first year of
a new contract: 12% of transactions implied by any Minimum Annual Fee). Demandside customer has unfettered flexibility on choosing the types of transactions to be
tested and how the test volume is distributed throughout the annual period.



Demand-side customers can multi-home in accordance with the exclusions specified
in the modified commitments, namely, tyres and glass, intra-group, specific marques
and other types of transactions agreed with Epyx (or where they are not currently
subject to exclusivity provisions).

Demand-side customers can engage in unrestricted
testing and unrestricted multi-homing alongside use of the
SN platform
 No Minimum Annual Fee applies
 Registration fees charged pro-rata
Transaction
fees as per
contract for 3
months post
termination

Default price list applies to transaction fees
until end of transitional period (or customer
can agree with Epyx other rates)

Epyx will provide transitional support from
notice of termination to 6 months after
termination is effective
Epyx will continue to provide routine support
* Diagram is for illustrative purposes only. For details on the modified commitments please refer to section 6 of this notice.

